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Company Drinks
In March 2014 Company Drinks placed an
open call in the Barking and Dagenham Post,
inviting people who ‘went hop picking’ in the
past to come forward and share their memories.
Hop picking is remembered by almost everyone who comes from the east London working
class and was born before WW2. ‘Hopping’
wasn’t just the annual descent of hundreds of
thousands of Londoners to the Kent countryside to make a bit of extra money as seasonal
workers. ‘Going picking’ is a shared rural memory and lived culture that grew and was shaped
by an inner city working class over more than
a century. Hopping en masse came to an end
in the 1950s, when widespread mechanisation
of the harvest and modernised labour laws for
women came into place.
Many former hop-pickers responded to our
first open call, and soon the monthly ‘Hopping
Afternoons’ at Valence House in Dagenham
were established. The invitation was to talk
hopping but also to go picking again. We didn’t
want to just dwell on memories but to act out
what made ‘going picking’ so memorable. A
mix of being outdoors, being in groups and
watching the containers fill up with crop?
The demographics in east London and the
geographical relationship between what is
the city and the countryside have changed
dramatically since the ‘hopping days.’ Many
East End families moved further east, and
London grew into Greater London and into
Essex. Different demographics and cultures
make the new east London.
Our invitation to go picking again was widespread and meant for everyone in the wider

community. We asked schools and colleges,
existing groups and interested individuals old
and young.
We now forage, glean and harvest; we pick the
abundant elderflower in the vast open green
spaces of Barking and Dagenham, the leftover
blackcurrant on industrial farms in Essex, the
flowers from the Australian Hop Bush in a medicinal garden in central London and green hops
at Little Finchcock Farm in Kent.
The big difference to the ‘hopping days’ is
that we keep what we pick. The crop from the
picking season is used to make drinks for
the trading season. Our 2016 drinks range
includes cordials, juices, sodas, a cola, beer
and cider. We trade in the borough, in central
London and occasionally abroad.
In 2016 we also made a Sour Brexit in the run
up to the EU referendum; we started Molecular
Fizz, a new drinks range with young people; we
went to Kent to meet the pickers of today from
eastern Europe and make the Foreign Pickers
film; and we surveyed former hoppers huts with
the idea to reuse them next spring.
Our next step is to take on a building in Barking
to establish a more permanent home, with drinks
production facilities and a base for our expansive public programme.
Company Drinks is slowly growing into a new
kind of company, with the ‘C’ in its logo emphasising the need and possibility for new
collective public realms.
Enjoy your drink and a toast to good company!

2016
Sodas
Japanese Knotweed
and Strawberry ade
Japanese Knotweed is a well-known so-called invasive
plant in the UK, but appreciated in its place of origin for
its rhubarb like taste. English strawberries grow plentiful
in the not so well-known organic Dagenham Farm.
Together they make a delicious British summer drink.
Ingredients: Carbonated Water, English Beet Sugar,
Strawberry, Japanese Knowtweed

Ingredients: Carbonated Water,
English Beet Sugar, Lemon Juice,
Current Flowers, Cherry Blossom
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Our Thursday picking group loves
to experiment with anything infusible.
The Flowering Currant Cordial was
a flavoursome surprise and we now
pick the flowers every year. Lorna
knows the best places to go picking
in the borough. The blossoms in this
bottle were foraged in Mayesbrook
Park, Dagenham.
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FLOWERING CURRANT AND
CHERRY BLOSSOM SODA

The flowers used to produce this lemonade were
harvested during a community picking afternoon at
Eastbrookend Country Park in Dagenham in late May
2015 – including Molly the horse.
Ingredients: Carbonated Water, English Beet Sugar,
Lemon, Elderflower, Citric Acid

THINNING SODA
WITH FORSYTHIA
On Saturday 23 July 2016 a coach-load
of Company Drinks pickers left Dagenham
for Five Oak Green, Kent. On a Gala apple
field at Moat Farm, the east Londoners met
a group of seasonal workers from eastern
Europe to compare picking stories and to
collect spare apples. July is the ‘thinning’
month on the farm and only two apples
are allowed per fruit cluster on the branch.
Ingredients: Carbonated Water, Gala
Apples, English Beet Sugar, Lemon Juice,
Forsythia Flowers
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Blackcurrant Soda
Gleaned from the field to your bottle. On 26 July 2016
we went with families from Barking and Dagenham to
Farm Sherenden in Kent to pick some of what was
left after the machines had stripped the rows of blackcurrant. With thanks to Adrian Scripps Ltd who has
been growing blackcurrants continuously for the high
vitamin C Ribena drink since the 1960s.
Ingredients: Carbonated Water, Blackcurrant,
English Beet Sugar, Lemon

BAD COLA
The best cola in town

Barking and
Dagenham Cola
Bad Cola is a community product developed by Company
Drinks.
The drink was branded and mixed during workshops
with children and young adults at Dagenham Library
and Studio 3 Arts in Barking.
This cola flavour was created by Cube-Cola from
an open-source recipe engineered from the original
Coke recipe & released under the GNU General Public
License.
www.cube-cola.org.

Ingredients: Carbonated Water, Sugar, Caramel
Colour E150d, Citric Acid, Gum Arabic, Caffeine,
Essential oils: Orange, Lime, Lemon, Nutmeg, Cassia,
Coriander, Lavender.

Sour brexit
An attempt to use Company Drinks to
have a public discussion locally about
the pending EU referendum. We set
up a mixing table in the entrance area
of Dagenham Library and invited
visitors to add acidity to our British
Rhubarb base flavour – according to
their anticipation or expectation of the
vote. The first sip of the new mix was
captured on camera.
Ingredients: Carbonated Water,
Rhubarb, English Beet Sugar,
Lemon Juice, Citric Acid

SYrups
Miniature Cordials
(50ml)

Large Cordials
(500ml)

Cordial Flavours:
Elderflower
Japanese Knotweed
Forsythia
Rosemary
Rosehip
Limeflower
Blackcurrant

Tap
!
Sap!
B i rch s a p

Local Park Ranger Matt suggested birch sapping, but you
have to get the timing right in early March, just before the
buds sprout. We spent quite a few days looking for mature
enough trees to tap and sap.

IDER
with Blackcurrant

Only ‘perfect’ apples from the fruit farms in Kent make it to the supermarket
shelf. This determines which apples are considered worthy of picking. The
rest are left in the field and can be gleaned. Tons and tons and tons of apples.
Every year.
The blackberries were also plentiful this year. They grow wild and the
ones to flavour this cider were foraged with volunteers in Eastbrookend
Country Park.
With thanks to the Gleaning Network and Community Food Enterprise.
Contains: Apples from Kent, Blackberries from Barking and Dagenham,
English Beet Sugar, Citric Acid, CO2

Green Hop
Beer

Farmer Ian Strang at Little Finchcock
Farm in Kent hosted us for the day
and let us take the hand-picked hops
for free in return for the extra attention our project brings to British hop
growing. A team of brewers from
Kernel Brewery joined us for the day
and took a carload of green hop straight
back to the brewery.

Green Hop
Tonic

The annual tradition of ‘hopping’ is
fondly remembered by many families
from east London. Until the 1950s
tens of thousands of women and
children would go on their annual
‘working holiday’ to hop gardens in
Kent. The hops used in this tonic
were handpicked by former hoppickers and residents from Barking
and Dagenham during the annual
Company Drinks Hopping Trip to
Little Scotney Farm, Lamberhust,
Kent on 9 September 2016.
Ingredients: Carbonated Water,
English Beet Sugar, Lemon, Green
Hops, Wormwood

 Australian Hop Bush (coming soon)
Went to pick the flowers from the Australian Hop
Bush at the medical garden at The Royal College
of Physicians in Central London. Apparently early
British settlers in Australia used the flower as a
substitute for hops.

Contact

drinks and sales

Company Drinks CIC

We sell our drinks directly and run
fully staffed bars for special events.

Project Team
Kathrin Böhm, Susanna Wallis, Cam Jarvis
Park Centre, Rectory Road
Dagenham RM10 9SA

& 7a Vyner Street
London E2 9DG

Company No. 9651238
contact@companydrinks.info
+44 7941 696515
www.companydrinks.info

Follow us on:
 @goingpicking
 facebook/goingpicking

Please contact us for prices and if you
would like Company Drinks to provide
our beverages for a special event.

Support
Company Drinks is supported by the London
Borough of Barking and Dagenham, Create
and Team London.
Molecular Fizz is funded by the Wellcome
Trust.
The Foreign Pickers film was commissioned
by Delfina Foundation, with additional support
from the University of East London and Art in
Romney Marshes.
Special thanks to
Valence House Visitor Centre, Dagenham
Park Centre, Dagenham
Dagenham and Barking Library
Eastbrookend Country Park Park Rangers
Creative Barking and Dagenham and
the Cultural Connectors
Studio3Arts, Barking

The farmers who let us pick, in particular
Ian Strang at Little Finchcock Farm, James
Simpson at Moat Farm and Growing
Communities at Dagenham Farm.
Toby Butler, University of East London and
muf art/architecture.
To all regular volunteers and occasional pickers.
To Square Root Soda and Kernel Brewery.
To the curators and galleries who make space
for Company Drinks in the art world.
Photo Credits
Jennifer Balcombe all product shots
Colin O’Brien, Blackcurrant Soda label
Kathrin Böhm
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Research and Development
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The Company boffins
are hard at work on
our latest concoction.
Numbers are being
crunched, tastes are
being tested, and
levels of passion are
being quantified to
bring you our most
scientific fizz yet.

